The Black Widow Wendy Corsi Staub
Yeah, reviewing a books The Black Widow Wendy Corsi Staub could build up your near links listings. This
is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, achievement does not suggest that
you have wonderful points.
Comprehending as competently as pact even more than supplementary will meet the expense of each success.
next to, the revelation as skillfully as sharpness of this The Black Widow Wendy Corsi Staub can be taken
as without difficulty as picked to act.

police are desperate to find the connection, if in the media storm—until she herself is attacked
there even is one. Little do they know they
and becomes part of the investigation. Soon
might be stumbling over only part of the truth….Harper will learn more than she cared to about
With the small town in an uproar, everyone is the dark mysteries and long-hidden secrets of
worried about the whereabouts of their beloved Doraville—knowledge of the dead that makes
high school teacher. Everyone except Lila, his her next in line to end up in an ice-cold grave...
wife. She’s definitely confused about her
NOW A HALLMARK MOVIES &
missing husband but only because she was the MYSTERIES ORIGINAL FILM
last person to see his body, and now it’s gone. PREMIERING SEPTEMBER 27 A widowed
Darby Kane thrills with this twisty domestic
The voices of the dead become inescapable
mother of two, Annie Harlowe has a secret:
suspense novel that asks one central question: clues for lightning-struck sleuth Harper
She likes to call her late husband's cell phone
shouldn't a dead husband stay dead? Lila
Connelly in this “winning series” (Booklist) of just to hear his voice, even if it is only a
Ridgefield lives in an idyllic college town, but murder—and beyond—from #1 New York Times
recording. Then one night she dials-and
not everything is what it seems. Lila isn’t what bestselling author Charlaine Harris… Harper something extraordinary happens... James
she seems. A student vanished months ago.
Connelly heads to Doraville, North Carolina to Brannock IV has had his life mapped out since
Now, Lila’s husband, Aaron, is also missing. find a missing boy—one of several teenage boyshe was a kid, but a free-spirited woman with
At first these cases are treated as horrible
who have disappeared over the last five years. flowing hair and sun-kissed cheeks is about to
coincidences until it’s discovered the student And all of them are calling for Harper. She
change all that. Still reeling from her heart-tois really the third of three unexplained
finds them, buried in the frozen ground. All she heart with the other side-and wondering if she's
disappearances over the last few years. The
wants is to get out of town before she’s caught so lonely she's gone off her rocker-Annie
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literally bumps into James at the posh soiree
anything to have a baby. Anything. . . "If you and her baby escape his clutches...?
Winner of the HarperCollins/UBC Prize for
she's catering at his family's Southampton
like Mary Higgins Clark, you'll love Wendy
Best New Fiction Not yet fifteen, Gabriela
mansion. From the moment she looks into his Corsi Staub."--Lisa Jackson Praise for the
eyes, she feels like she's experiencing a true
novels of Wendy Corsi Staub "Keeps readers in Amador Prieto has been cast out of the family
home by her father, who believes her shameful
heavenly intervention-as two people from
the dark until the final pages. . .offers a
behaviour has tarnished the family honour. All
totally different worlds begin to make the most challenging puzzle and some eerie chills."
traces of her have been removed, and not
passionate connection of all . . .
--Publishers Weekly "Bunker down for a great
even Lucy, Gabi’s older sister and best friend,
Hush Little Baby, Don't You Cry. . . At thirty- read!"--Lisa Gardner, New York Times
knows where she is. Furious at her father and
nine, Peyton Somerset has an enviable life,
bestselling author
desperate to find her sister, Lucy leaves their
with a thriving advertising career and a
Mrs. John Doe
small town in Baja California, Mexico, and sets
beautiful Manhattan apartment. And now she's Kill Me If You Can
out for the capital to track Gabriela down.
going to have the one thing she wants most--a Nine Lives
While Lucy ventures deep into Mexico City’s
most dangerous neighbourhoods, back at
baby. Peyton's biological clock went off just as Spooky Stories from Mystery Writers of
home her family members—her brothers, her
her fiancé took off, leaving her at the altar. So America
mother and father, and her brother-in-law,
Peyton's going it alone. Already, she's making All Her Little Secrets
Antonio—struggle with their own roles in Gabi’s
plans for the little one inside her. . .buying the A heavily pregnant young woman returns to
banishment. The Good Sister presents a
her small hometown to discover it’s not the
layette, daydreaming, and worrying over the
vibrant, captivating portrayal of contemporary
littlest things. That's only natural. All mothers safe haven she had first supposed...
Mexico, and of a family torn apart by a
do. But Peyton has reason to worry. In fact, she Following a whirlwind romance with an old
father’s hypocrisy. Engaging and emotionally
has every reason to be terrified. . . Mama Won't acquaintance she bumped into at a high
rich, this novel is a fascinating exploration of
school reunion, heavily pregnant Dena
Be Singing Any Lullabies. As the months pass,
betrayal and steadfast devotion, and the ways
Russell has moved back to her small
Peyton can't help feeling that something is
in which our own intolerance can harm
hometown to start a new life with horse
terribly wrong. She's certain that someone has breeder Brian Riley. But something isn’t right. what—and whom—we love most.
been in her apartment, that she's being
In this warm and witty series debut from New
As Brian’s behaviour grows increasingly
followed, that someone is watching her. Maybe disturbing, Dena flees her new home, finding York Times bestseller Wendy Corsi Staub, a
widowed young mom plans a fresh start in
it's just hormonal paranoia that makes her
refuge with an old schoolfriend. Then the
Chicago—but instead finds her way to a quirky
distrust everyone around her. Or maybe her
bloodstained, battered body is found, and
maternal instincts are dead on. Maybe there's Dena is forced to think the unthinkable: could lakeside village that just happens to be
populated by mediums. When reluctant road
the father of her unborn child be a
someone close who doesn't think she should
trippers Bella Jordan and her son Max detour
coldblooded killer? And, if so, how can she
give birth at all. Someone who would do
to Lily Dale, New York, they're planning to
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deliver a lost cat to its home and then move on, make a better life for themselves and their
dangerous journey that will transform her in
searching for one of their own. But the
children. The embodiment of America
ways she never thought possible and lead her
footloose feline's owner Leona Gatto has
itself—ambitious, hardworking, generous, and to a startling new life. Filled with the passion,
unexpectedly passed away, leaving behind a warmhearted—Lenny is a fixture of the
glamour, twists, and driving suspense that
pregnant pet without a mistress, a busy inn
business pages and the society columns,
made Sidney Sheldon a bestselling legend,
without a keeper—and a lovable circle of
where he and Grace are celebrated for their
Sidney Sheldon's After the Darkness is an
neighbors who chat with dead people. After
philanthropic contributions and their lavish
entertaining thrill ride that continues the grand
agreeing to help out temporarily, sensible Bella annual fund-raising ball. Despite the stock
tradition set by the master himself.
doesn't need psychic gifts to figure out that a market's terrifying collapse, the Brooksteins'
The Sister-in-Law
Something Buried, Something Blue
houseful of tourists and a litter of kittens lie in glamorous lifestyle of Palm Beach polo
A Nora Baron Thriller
her immediate future—or that Leona was
tournaments and G5 jets remains
murdered. It's up to her to solve the case so
untouched—until the day Lenny goes sailing Don't Scream
that she and Max can leave town, but their
from their Nantucket beach estate and never The Final Victim
new home—like Leona's killer—might just lurk comes home. When his abandoned yacht is
Book one in New York Times bestselling
where she least expects it.
found far out at sea, Grace is devastated.
author Wendy Corsi Staub's YA series, Lily
Following the success of the New York Times Lenny was her world. She has no idea that his
Dale. Calla thought that her boyfriend
bestseller Sidney Sheldon's Mistress of the
disappearance is just the beginning of a dark,
Game, this sweeping tale of love and betrayal, terrifying nightmare of murder, lies, greed, and breaking up with her in a text message was
the worst thing that could ever happen to
vengeance and redemption, will leave you
betrayal that will shatter her life and destroy
her. But just two weeks later, her mother
racing to its shocking, triumphant end What
everything she has ever known. . . . Before
happens when a woman who has everything she can begin to grieve, the shocking news
died in a freak accident, and life as she
loses everything? And when a woman who
breaks that the $75 billion invested in Quorum, knew it was completely over. With her
has nothing realizes she has nothing to lose? Lenny's hedge fund, is gone—and everyone
father heading to California for a new job,
Blessed with the face of an angel and the
believes that Grace has stolen the money.
guileless, trusting nature of a child, Grace
Overnight, the delicate beauty who was once they decide that Calla should spend a few
weeks with the grandmother she barely
Brookstein is the prized wife of the king of Wall the toast of moneyed society has become a
knows while he gets them set up. To Calla's
Street, Lenny Brookstein. A billionaire many
reviled modern-day Marie Antoinette, alone
times over, with estates around the world, a
and power-less to stop her infamous fall.
shock, her mother's hometown of Lily Dale
fleet of yachts, and a life that is the stuff of
Grace is certain someone is framing her, and is a town full of psychics-including her
fantasies, the revered financial wizard made
she'll do whatever it takes to prove it, even if it
grandmother. Suddenly, the fact that her
his fortune tending the nest eggs of ordinary
means taking the law into her own hands.
mother never talked about her past takes on
people—the elderly, blue-collar workers, small Surrounded by enemies, with no one to turn
charities, and working families struggling to
to, Grace must learn to rely on herself—a bold, more mysterious overtones. The longer she
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stays in town, the stranger things become, as Night Watchman is ready to kill—again.
race, the legal system, and the crushing
Calla starts to experience unusual and
After thirty-five years in prison, he is free to pressure of keeping secrets. Morris brings a
unsettling events that lead her to wonder
commit the same twisted atrocities that once vibrant and welcome new voice to the
whether she has inherited her
made him as notorious as the Zodiac Killer thriller space.” —Karin Slaughter, New
grandmother's unique gift. Is it this gift that and Jack the Ripper. Now, at last, his
York Times and international bestselling
is making her suspect that her mother's
moment has come . . . THE
author In this fast-paced thriller, Wanda M.
death was more than an accident, or is it
NIGHTMARE BEGINS . . . For renowned Morris crafts a twisty mystery about a black
just an overactive imagination? Staying in psychic Lucinda Sloan, fame is a doublelawyer who gets caught in a dangerous
Lily Dale is the only way to uncover the
edged sword. Through her television
conspiracy after the sudden death of her
truth. But will Calla be able to deal with
appearances, she helps police capture
boss . . . A debut perfect for fans of Attica
what she learns about her mother's past and America’s most elusive serial killers.
Locke, Alyssa Cole, Harlan Coben, and
her own future? Don't miss these other
Unfortunately, she also catches the eye of Celeste Ng, with shades of How to Get
books for young readers by Wendy Corsi
the Night Watchman. Once this madman Away with Murder and John Grisham’s
Staub: Witch Hunt Scream and Scream
learns that Lucinda “sees” murders after The Firm. Everyone has something to
Again! Lily Dale Series: Awakening
they’re committed, it’s time to play . . . . hide... Ellice Littlejohn seemingly has it all:
Believing Connecting Discovering Teen
. . AND THE FEAR NEVER ENDS. The an Ivy League law degree, a well-paying job
Angel series: Mitzi Malloy and the Anything-first victim is someone she knows—a
as a corporate attorney in midtown Atlanta,
But-Heavenly Summer Brittany Butterfield personal shock that brings Lucinda closer to great friends, and a “for fun” relationship
and the Back-To-School Blues Henry
her ex-lover, Detective Randall Barakat.
with a rich, charming executive, who just
Hopkins and the Horrible Halloween
Then a second murder in Chicago, and a happens to be her white boss. But
Happening New York Times Bestsellers:
third in Denver, makes her realize that the everything changes one cold January
Don't Scream (2007), Most Likely to Die
Night Watchman is toying with her. Each morning when Ellice arrives in the executive
(2007) , The Final Victim, She Loves Me
victim wears a wristwatch…each watch
suite and finds him dead with a gunshot to
Not USA Today Bestsellers: Don't Scream bears a message... and each message is a
his head. And then she walks away like
(2007), Most Likely to Die (2007), The Final warning for Lucinda that hertime is
nothing has happened. Why? Ellice has
Victim, The Last to Know, In the Blink of up—and soon she’ll be next to die . . .
been keeping a cache of dark secrets,
an Eye, Dearly Beloved
“All Her Little Secrets is a brilliantly
including a small-town past and a kid
WHEN THE SUN GOES DOWN . . . The nuanced but powerhouse exploration of
brother who’s spent time on the other side
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of the law. She can’t be thrust into the
watchful six-year-old son. Lane had a secret author of There Was an Old Woman
comes a novel about a professional
spotlight—again. But instead of grieving this that seemed to hold him hostage, and
tragedy, people are gossiping, the police are Candace would do anything to uncover it. organizer with a deadly problem she
getting suspicious, and Ellice, the
The Sister-in-Law Harper was the kind of may not be able to clean up. Emily
company’s lone black attorney, is
woman who cooked homemade meals and Harlow is a professional organizer who
helps people declutter their lives;
promoted to replace her boss. While the
dusted under the furniture. It was the least
she’s married to man who can’t drive
opportunity is a dream-come-true, Ellice
she could do for her brother after her
past a yard sale without stopping.
just can’t shake the feeling that something husband’s mysterious death, and Lane
He’s filled their basement, attic, and
is off. When she uncovers shady dealings
took her and her kids in. Then Candace
garage with his finds. Like other
inside the company, Ellice is trapped in an showed up like a tornado passing through, professionals who make a living
impossible ethical and moral dilemma.
threatening and destructive. But Harper
decluttering peoples’ lives, Emily has
Suddenly, Ellice’s past and present lives had other plans for her new “sister,”
devised a set of ironclad rules. When
collide as she launches into a pulseplans Lane could never find out about. The working with couples, she makes clear
pounding race to protect the brother she
Husband All Lane had ever wanted was a that the client is only allowed to
tried to save years ago and stop a conspiracy white-picket-fence life. The wife. The two- declutter his or her own stuff. That
stipulation has kept Emily’s own
far more sinister than she could have ever point-five kids. The happy little family.
imagined…
Everything seemed to be falling into place marriage together these past few
years. She’d love nothing better than
From the USA Today bestselling author of with Candace … until Harper’s jealous
to toss out all her husband’s crap. He
Little Deadly Secrets comes a gripping story streak got in the way, again. But choosing
says he’s a collector. Emily knows
between his sister and wife would be costly
about the frailty of family and a battle of
better—he’s a hoarder. The larger his
wills between a wife and a sister-in-law, bent … and knowing Harper, the price would be “collection” becomes, the deeper the
on revenge. She stole my husband. So I’d blood.
distance grows between Emily and the
Shadowkiller
steal her life. The Wife Lane won
man she married. Luckily, Emily’s got
Candace’s heart over chocolate martinis Dead of Winter
two new clients to distract herself: an
and karaoke. But weeks into their whirlwind Dying Breath
elderly widow whose husband left
marriage, Candace realized Lane came with Hello, It's Me
behind a storage unit she didn’t know
existed, and a young wife whose
burdensome baggage in the form of his
The Butcher's Daughter
From the New York Times bestselling husband won’t allow her stuff into
possessive live-in sister and her eerily
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their house. Emily’s initial meeting
would do anything to dismiss her
Pay delivers a ripped-from-thewith the young wife takes a detour
gift—harboring terrible guilt after her headlines masterwork of suspense, the
when, after too much wine, the women best friend was killed and she was
first book in an electrifying new
end up fantasizing about how much
unable to stop it—threatening events series. Intense, powerful, and
more pleasant life would be without
keep popping up, forcing her to tap
refreshingly original, Nightwatcher
their collecting spouses. But the next into her powers of intuition. To make returns to the site of America’s worst
day Emily finds herself in a mess that matters worse, a strange—yet
national nightmare—New York City on
might be too big for her to clean up.
devastatingly attractive—man is
September 11, 2001—as a serial killer,
Careful what you wish for, the old
hanging around Ophelia's library, and plying his bloody trade in the chaos
adage says . . . now Emily might lose no matter how many times she tells
following the 9/11 terrorist attacks,
her freedom, her marriage . . . and
him she's sworn off men forever, he
operates unnoticed by
possibly her life.
persists. Soon this handsome
everyone⋯except for one frightened
Bewitched meets Murder She Wrote in newcomer reveals he's following a
woman who has seen his face. Author
this delightful new cozy mystery
lead on a local drug ring, and then a
Lee Child has called her work, “solid
series featuring Ophelia Jensen, small dead body shows up right in Abby's
gold suspense,” and any reader who’s
town librarian and reluctant psychic,
backyard. And much as Ophelia would ever stayed up late, devouring the
and her grandmother Abby, a
like to put away her spells forever,
novels of Lisa Jackson and Lisa
benevolent witch. Thirty something
she and Abby must use their special
Gardner with every light on in the
Ophelia Jensen wants to live a quiet
powers to keep themselves, and
house, should prepare to lose even
life as a small town librarian. She's
others, out of harm's way.
more sleep over Wendy Corsi Staub’s
created a comfortable existence with “If you like Mary Higgins Clark, you’llNightwatcher.
her kooky, colorful grandmother Abby, love Wendy Corsi Staub.” —Lisa
Nora Baron is back! When the CIA
and if it were up to her, they could live Jackson, bestselling author of Devious helps a defecting Russian actress in
out their days—along with Ophelia's dogOne of the most exciting of the new
Venice, the op turns deadly in this
Lady and cat Queenie—in peace and
breed of thriller and suspense writers, white-knuckle thriller from the
quiet. But, to Ophelia's dismay, she
Wendy Corsi Staub asks, “Are you
bestselling author of Mrs. John
and Abby aren't a typical
ever truly safe...even in your own
Doe—proving once again that, in the
grandmother/granddaughter duo. She home?” With Nightwatcher, the
words of James Patterson, “Tom
possesses psychic powers, and Abby acclaimed, New York Times and USA Savage knows the mystery novel
is a kindly witch. And while Ophelia
Today bestselling author of Hell to
inside and out.” Galina Rostova, the
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slumbering families, leaving a trail of blood
hot new star of Moscow’s theater
Lynds “A clever, compelling, and
scene—and mistress to a powerful
cinematic page-turner in which nothing and a twisted calling card. Cloaked in lies,
Russian general—has reached out to theis as it seems, Mrs. John Doe opens
these seemingly unrelated lives—and
CIA. In exchange for information vital with a twist I didn’t see coming and deaths—are destined to intersect on a distant,
to U.S. security, she requests asylum closes with a satisfying bang.”—New blood-soaked day. October, 1987 Reeling
in America. The Company’s top pick York Times bestselling author Wendy from shocking personal discoveries, two
for the mission is Nora Baron. The
Corsi Staub “Mrs. John Doe races a
strangers navigate a world where nothing is as
wife of a CIA operative, this Long
fictional path somewhere between
it seems. Amelia Crenshaw embarks on a
Island mother and drama teacher has Alfred Hitchcock and Agatha Christie,
search to discover the truth about the birth
proven to be an asset in the field
a modern heroine-on-the-run spy
mother who abandoned her, never suspecting
before. And as an actress herself, her thriller dealing with some of our
cover will be convincing. Disguised as time’s deadliest challenges.”—New she’s on a collision course with a killer.
a television news host, Nora heads to York Times bestselling author James Detective Stockton Barnes, a brash young
NYPD detective, trails a missing millionaire
Venice, Italy, where Rostova is
Grady
whose disappearance is rooted in a nightmare
appearing in Chekhov’s The Seagull. Hell to Pay
As the cameras roll during their mock A Novel of Suspense
that began twenty years ago. The past returns
An Ice Cold Grave
interview, the starlet will make her
with a brutal vengeance as a masked predator
escape—or at least that’s the plan. ButDead Before Dark
picks off victims whose fates intertwine with a
when the defection goes off-script, the Prose and Cons
notorious murder spree solved back in
From New York Times Bestselling Author
two women are on the run from
‘68—or was it?
Russian agents. And when a
Wendy Corsi Staub comes a gripping novel New York Times bestselling author Wendy
snowstorm buries Venice, clogging the of psychological suspense, as a young
Corsi Staub is the master of psychological
streets, waterways, and airport, the
foundling’s path to her biological parents suspense. In her latest thriller, an investigative
stage is set for tragedy—with several leads to a killer with a chilling agenda. May,
genealogist digs for her own biological roots,
lives at risk of a final curtain. Praise
1968 On a murky pre-dawn Mother’s Day, well aware that some secrets are better left
for Tom Savage’s first Nora Baron
sinister secrets play out miles apart in New
buried. Investigative genealogist Amelia
thriller, Mrs. John Doe “This is a rare
York City. In Harlem, a church janitor finds Crenshaw solves clients’ genetic puzzles,
spy thriller, smart, beautifully written,
an innocent newborn in a basket. In
while hers remains shrouded in mystery. Now
and stay-up-all-night enjoyable!”—New
Brooklyn,
an
elusive
serial
killer
prowls
York Times bestselling author Gayle
she suspects that the key to her birth
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parents’ identities lies in an unexpected
murder victim left without a face and a faded who has to die. . . It's Come Back To Kill Her.
connection to a stranger who’s hired her to photograph that yields a startling connection. Trapped in a house of lies, searching for
find his long-lost daughter. Bracing herself for Now, as Allison's murky memoriesof a
answers to deadly questions, Charlotte has
a shocking truth, Amelia is blindsided by a
troubled childhood creep back to light, a
never been more afraid. Someone knows her
deadly one. NYPD Detective Stockton Barnes cunning predator who shares her history
family's deepest secrets. Someone who will
had walked away from his only child for her prepares toenact a horrifying
take Charlotte to the edge of sanity and the
own good. He’ll lay down his life to protect retribution—and won't stop killing
dark heart of her greatest fear in order to
her if he and Amelia can find out where—and untilAllison faces a shocking truth . . .and
make her. . . The Final Victim
who—she is. But someone has beat them to it, pays the ultimate price.
The Extraordinary Education of Nicholas
and she has a lethal score to settle. Amelia and What She Left Behind. . . Everyone in
Benedict
Stockton’s entangled roots have unearthed Savannah, Georgia knows the Remington
The Perfect Stranger
a femme fatale whose family tree holds one of estate. The rambling old house bears blatant An Ophelia and Abby Mystery
history’s most notorious killers. And the
testimony not just to the esteemed family's
Lullaby and Goodnight
apple never falls far…
vast wealth, but to unbearable tragedy and
Witch Way to Murder
From the New York Times bestselling author whispered secrets. Soon, the Remingtons will Young widow and single mother Rose Larrabee finds
her world plunged into terror when she receives a
comes a novel of suspense so terrifying it may all come home to this secluded plantation
make you afraid of the dark . . . Allison Taylor nestled deep in the shadow of moss-covered simple, homemade valentine that is connected to a
dark secret she shares with two other women whom
MacKenna feels as though she'sawakened at trees. Then they will have to die. . .one by one. have just been murdered.
last from a ten-year-long nightmare.But her . . Hasn't Just Come Back To Haunt Her. . . In the tradition of Lisa Unger’s Beautiful Lies and
darkest hour has yet to come . . . Nestled in For Charlotte Remington Maitland, the past Nancy Pickard’s The Scent of Rain and Lightning
the warm, domestic cocoon of loving
five years have been a haze of pain and loss. comes a twisting, riveting novel of shifting trust and
shattered lives. Lie Still delves deep into the heart of
husbandand family, Allison finally feels
Now, with her new husband and teenaged
an opulent Southern town, where gossip is currency
safe—unaware that astranger's brutal murder daughter, she's found a second chance at
and secrets kill. When Emily Page and her husband
on a Caribbean island is the first step in an
happiness--until the moment her
move from Manhattan to the wealthy enclave of
intricate plan to destroy everything in her life. grandfather's will is read. As the sole
Clairmont, Texas, she hopes she can finally escape
For seasoned NYPD Detective Rocky
beneficiary of the vast Remington estate,
her haunted past—and outrun the nameless stalker
Manzillo, the signs are clear that something Charlotte will get everything that's coming to who has been taunting her for years. Pregnant with
terrible has emerged from the shadows:a
her. A killer will make sure of that--no matter her first child, Emily just wants to start over. But as
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she is drawn into a nest of secretive Texas
know.”—Jenny Milchman “Julia Heaberlin weaves didn't know. Things that now, looking back, make her
women—and into the unnerving company of their an intricate tapestry of secrets and suspense, lies and uneasy. One of the bloggers is dead, victim of a
queen, Caroline Warwick—Emily finds that
betrayals that kept me reading late into the night. Lie random crime—or was it? Did she trust too easily;
acceptance is a very dangerous game. It isn’t long Still is a thriller par excellence and a page-turner,
reveal too much? At the funeral a thousand miles
before Caroline mysteriously disappears and Emily is true—but it’s also a moving story of one woman’s from home, Landry is about to come face to face at
facing a rash of anonymous threats. Are they linked to unlikely path toward healing, and another’s lifelong last with the others. These women are her closest
the missing Caroline? Or to Emily’s terrifying
search for redemption. I challenge you to visit
confidantes in the world: they understand her; they
encounter in college, years earlier? As the dark truth Claremont, Texas—where nothing is quite as it seems know everything about her—and one of them might
about Caroline emerges, Emily realizes that some
and no one is quite who they claim—and leave
be a cold-blooded killer . . .
secrets are impossible to hide—and that whoever
unchanged.”—Emily Colin “Julia Heaberlin
She Loves Me Not
Lie Still
came for Caroline is now coming for her. Praise for deceives the reader in the most deliciously chilling
Pretty Little Wife
Lie Still “In this engrossing novel of suspense . . .
way in Lie Still: With gorgeous prose and sterling
The Good Sister
[Heaberlin] expertly spins out a tale of lies and deceit character work, she takes us on a deeply felt and
that will keep the reader guessing.”—Publishers
wonderfully composed thrill ride. Layer after layer of The Black Widow
Weekly “Heaberlin’s depiction of one tight-knit secrets, longing, and deception is peeled away and we Moving and suspenseful, Lisa Ballantyne’s The
Texas community is both culturally savvy and
begin to dread the twisted kernel at the heart, never Guilty One is a psychological thriller about the
darkness in each of us. It explores how we are all tied
politically astute. . . . A carefully wrapped package of guessing what Heaberlin has in store for
to our pasts, and what it means to be guilty. Solicitor
Texas soap opera, social and political exposé, and us.”—Sophie Littlefield, bestselling author of
Daniel Hunter is called to defend 11-year-old
well-paced thriller.”—Booklist “Heaberlin
Garden of Stones
Sebastian who has been charged with the murder of a
Ten years after her family was torn apart by the
combines a culturally pertinent suspense story (the
young boy on a London playground. While
plot revolves around the main character’s struggles disappearance of her older sister, Rory Connelly
returns to her hometown in upstate New York, but examining Sebastian’s life in order to save it, Daniel
with the repercussions of an unreported date rape)
can’t help but be transported to his own difficult
with satirical observations about Texas’ moneyed her summer vacation is soon threatened by family
youth spent in foster care—a time when the one he
suburban elite.”—The New York Times “Lie Still upheaval and the disappearance of another young
trusted the most was the one who betrayed him…
mixes serious discussion about ‘the last frontier in girl.
crime’ with a twisty-turny mystery plot and a cast of In New York Times bestselling author Wendy Corsi Emotionally wrought, and with an abundance of
eccentric characters.”—Fort Worth Star-Telegram Staub's new thriller, one woman finds herself in the twists and turns, The Guilty One is a characterdriven novel of suspense that explores the true nature
“Reading a book by Julia Heaberlin is like hearing crosshairs of a twisted predator who might just be
your best friend tell you a particularly thorny story, masked behind a familiar screen name . . . During the of guilt.
filled with secrets and intrigue and human hopes and darkest period of her life, Landry Wells found solace New York Times bestselling author Wendy Corsi
failures. Lie Still is a book you want to curl up with for in a group of bloggers who had been in her shoes and Staub is back with the second in her criticallyacclaimed cozy mystery series. After agreeing to stay
lived to tell the tale. She's shared things with her
a good long while but, more important, Julia
in Lily Dale through the winter as caretakers of the
online friends that even her husband and children
Heaberlin is an author you want to get to
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Valley View Guesthouse and its feline residents,
Staub, Heather Graham, Peter Lerangis, R.L. Stine, terrifying scheme . . . In the moonlight, shovelfuls of
widowed mom Bella Jordan and her son Max are
Bruce Hale, Emmy Laybourne, Steve Hockensmith, earth fall on a wooden crate at the bottom of a deep
looking forward to the peaceful off-season after a
Lisa Morton, Ray Daniel, Beth Fantaskey, Phil
pit. Soon the hole will be filled and covered over with
hectic summer. That is until the medium next door, Mathews, Carter Wilson, Doug Levin, Jeff Soloway, leaves, erasing all trace of the victim below, waking to
Odelia Lauder, recruits Bella to host a destination
Joseph S. Walker, Alison McMahan, Daniel Palmer, the horror of being buried alive . . . Newly divorced
wedding for the world's most petulant bride, Johneen Tonya Hurley, and Stephen Ross—it’s sure to leave Gaby Duran isn't really expecting to find her soul
Maynard, a friend of Odelia's granddaughter. Things readers screaming for more.
mate on a dating site like InTune. She just needs a
take an even more stressful turn as the wedding day A SEASIDE RETREAT . . . It’s summer on the
distraction from pining over her ex-husband, Ben,
Jersey Shore. Children play on the beach. Husbands and the happy marriage they once had. And she's
looms amidst an October blizzard, when suddenly
the Spirits start giving Odelia a major heads up that are off working in the city. And the surf echoes in the wise enough to know that online, the truth doesn't
the bride might be fated for death. And if there's any night. Here, in this perfect place, a serial killer has no always match the profile. Almost everyone lies a
truth to her premonitions, the wedding is off—and worries in the world—except choosing the next
little—or a lot. But Gaby quickly discovers there is
that's the least of their problems. It's a race to figure victim . . . HAS JUST BECOME . . . Cam Hastings much more at stake than her lonely heart. Local
has come to Long Beach Island with her teenage
out who would want to kill Johneen before her
singles are going missing after making online
attacker has a chance to strike in Something Buried, daughter and the hope that maybe she can save her connections. And a predator is searching again for the
failed marriage. Cam has never stopped loving her
Something Blue.
perfect match. One who will fulfill every twisted desire
A harrowing array of scary stories that all have one
husband Mike nor has she been able to outrun her
. . . or die trying.
thing in common: each either begins or ends with a flaws and demons—a vanished mother, a lost sister, Secrets can scandalize . . . In a lovely suburban town
scream! R.L. Stine—the godfather of
and the ugly visions she has of missing children . . . A just north of New York City, the gossip mill runs
Goosebumps—and some of the most popular
KILLER’S FAVORITE PLAYGROUND . . . Now, more efficiently than the commuter-train line. And in
authors today bring an unrivaled mastery of all things Cam is about to step over the edge. For once, she will every impeccably decorated house, they're talking
fearsome, frightening, and fantabulous to this
act on one of her visions—and then face the
about Lauren Walsh. They say that nothing could be
terrifying anthology of all-new scary short stories.
consequences. For a killer has just struck again. And worse than being abandoned by your husband for
Scream and Scream Again! is full of twists and turns, for Cam, and the people she loves most, fear has
another woman. They're wrong . . . Secrets can shock
dark corners, and devilish revenge. Collected in
come home for good . . .
. . . All Lauren wants is to protect her children from
conjunction with the Mystery Writers of America,
A Foundlings Novel
the pain of her messy divorce. But when their father
this set includes works from New York Times
Live to Tell
goes missing, a case of mistaken identity puts all their
bestselling authors telling tales of wicked ice-cream All the Way Home
lives in danger, and a stealthy predator lurks in the
trucks, time-travelling heroes, witches and warlocks, Careful What You Wish For
shadows, watching . . . waiting . . . Secrets can kill . . .
A Novel
and of course, haunted houses. Read it if you dare!
Lauren is about to uncover an unfathomable truth—a
In a chilling new thriller from New York Times
With twenty never-before-published scary stories
truth this cold-blooded mastermind would never let
bestselling author Wendy Corsi Staub, one woman her live to tell . . .
from some of the most popular authors
Young widow Bella Jordan investigates a mystery with
today—including Chris Grabenstein, Wendy Corsi looking for love online is entangled in a killer's
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a literary twist in this charming, magical small-town into Hell to Pay will discover they’ve hit the mother the sins of the past have come back with a vengeance,
cozy mystery from New York Times bestseller
lode. The third book in Staub’s exceptional
and a killer will see that they all pay in blood. . . And
Wendy Corsi Staub. It’s been nine months since
suspense trilogy—which she began with the Mary
Whatever You Do--Don't Scream. . . Brynn Costello
widowed mom Bella Jordan and her young son Max Higgins Clark Award-nominated Live to Tell, and
has never felt such pure fear. She didn't want any part
moved to Lily Dale, the quirky, close-knit New York continued with Scared to Death, winner of the
in what happened so long ago, but now, the mother
community populated by people who can speak to Westchester Library Associations Washington Irving of two will do anything to stay alive and protect her
the dead . . . if one believes in that kind of thing. Now Book Award—Hell to Pay revisits two married
family--even if it means matching wits with a killer
she counts Valley View, the guesthouse she runs, as survivors of an unspeakable childhood nightmare
she can't see. . .a twisted psychopath who is closer
home and her psychic medium neighbours as friends. fifteen years later, whose lives are shattered once again than she thinks and who is saving her death for last. . .
Even haughty, British Pandora, who used to own
by dark secrets and a terrible vengeance unleashed by A poor art student living in New York stumbles on a
Valley View before her difficult divorce. So when
an unexpected Act of God. Devoted Lisa Jackson and bag of diamonds . . . but they come at a price in this
unforgettable novel from "America's #1 storyteller"
Pandora sweeps in, requesting an urgent tete-a-tete, Lisa Gardner fans who have yet to experience the
(Forbes). Matthew Bannon, a poor art student living
Bella expects it to be another complaint about book thrilling suspense fiction of Wendy Corsi
in New York City, finds a duffel bag filled with
club. It isn’t. Pandora airily reveals her elderly
Staub…now is the time!
diamonds during a chaotic attack at Grand Central
Auntie Eudora is taking a last-minute cruise from
The Guilty One
Nightwatcher
Station. Plans for a worry-free life with his stunning
London to New York with her gentleman friend
Scream and Scream Again!
girlfriend Katherine fill his thoughts-until he realizes
Nigel – and minutes later Bella is bemused to find
Lily Dale: Awakening
that he is being hunted, and that whoever is after him
she’s agreed to host them at Valley View free of
won't stop until they have reclaimed the diamonds
charge. Bella has enough on her plate: her son Max, Safe Haven
and exacted their revenge. Trailing him is the Ghost,
their two kitties, a budding relationship with local vet Don't Tell A Soul. . . In a remote, heavily wooded
area near the Berkshires of Massachusetts, Rachel
the world's greatest assassin, who has just pulled off
Drew . . . not to mention this month’s book club
pick to read. But when she begins to have suspicions Lorant died on her birthday. But she didn't die alone. his most high-profile hit: killing Walter Zelvas, a top
That night, her four sorority sisters make a solemn, member of the international Diamond Syndicate.
about one of her new guests, she’s determined to
trembling pledge. They will never reveal what has just There's only one small problem: the diamonds he was
uncover the truth for Pandora’s sake – even if it
happened in those woods--ever. Instead, they will
supposed to retrieve from Zelvas are missing. Now,
kills her first.
take their terrible secret to their graves. . . Don't
“If you like Mary Higgins Clark, you’ll love
the Ghost is on Bannon's trail-but so is a rival assassin
Think About The Past. . . Now, ten years later, their who would like nothing more than to make the Ghost
Wendy Corsi Staub.” —Lisa Jackson “Wendy
secret is coming back to haunt them as each receives disappear forever. From the world's #1 writer comes a
Corsi Staub is a master storyteller!” —Brenda
Novak “Once Staub’s brilliant characterizations a card in the mail from Rachel: "Happy Birthday to high-speed thrill ride of adrenaline-fueled suspense
and top-notch narrative skills grab hold, they don’t Me. xoxo R." It's clear that someone knows what
you'll never forget.
happened that night. Someone is stalking them and Just as a murderer dumps his corpse into the lake
let go.” —Publishers Weekly Superstar thriller
sending mysterious, chilling gifts that only they can across Valley View in Lily Dale, Bella Jordan happens
writer Lee Child calls the novels of Wendy Corsi
Staub, “Solid gold suspense,” and readers who dig understand--deadly warnings of what is to come. For to be at her window, not quite realizing what she’s
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seeing. Unbeknownst to her, the killer spots her
approaching, and when D. D. Warren and her partner coincidences, too many links to her past. Every
silhouette and prowls straight to her door. That is,
show up at the facility, Danielle immediately realizes: instinct tells her that Carley is the next target. For
until he’s interrupted by a black cat. A superstitious It has started again. A devoted mother, Victoria
someone is intent on punishing the guilty, teaching
gambler, he takes off, but Bella’s seen too much,
Oliver has a hard time remembering what normalcy is the ultimate lesson in how to fear . . . and how to die.
USA TODAY BESTSELLER In this adrenalineand he vows to return. Jiffy Arden, a neighborhood like. But she will do anything to ensure that her
kid looking for the black cat and stumbling across the troubled son has some semblance of a childhood. She laced novel of suspense from Tom Savage—hailed by
killer, begins to have premonitions of being
will love him no matter what. Nurture him. Keep him Michael Connelly as “a master of the high-speed
kidnapped during the season’s first snowstorm.
safe. Protect him. Even when the threat comes from thriller”—an American actress in Europe races to
Sure enough, when it strikes, he vanishes, never
within her own house. The lives of these three women find the truth behind her husband’s mysterious
arriving home from the bus stop. While her son, Max, unfold and connect in unexpected ways, as sins from accident. What she uncovers makes her the target of a
believes Jiffy has been kidnapped, Bella is convinced the past emerge—and stunning secrets reveal just how shocking conspiracy. Nora Baron’s life is perfect.
She lives on Long Island Sound, teaches acting at a
he’s just wandered off as he typically does...until a tightly blood ties can bind. Sometimes the most
local university, and has a loving family. Then one
body shows up in the lake. Now everyone is pulling devastating crimes are the ones closest to home.
phone call changes everything. She’s informed that
out all the stops to find the missing child, identify the A Lily Dale Mystery
her husband, Jeff, has died in a car crash while on a
victim, and collar the killer. And fast, because he’s The Woman Who Knew Too Much
A Detective D. D. Warren Novel
business trip in England. Nora flies to London to
coming for Bella next in Dead of Winter.
Little Girl Lost
“A suspenseful roller-coaster ride.”—Karin
identify the body, which the police have listed as a
Sidney Sheldon's After the Darkness
Slaughter “Lisa Gardner always delivers heart“John Doe.” When she leaves the morgue, a man
In New York Times bestselling authorWendy Corsi tries to steal her purse containing Jeff’s personal
stopping suspense.”—Harlan Coben He knows
Staub's electrifying new thriller,a mother races to save effects. Clearly, all is not as it seems. At her hotel,
everything about you—including the first place
her daughter beforeher darkest nightmare comes
you’ll hide. On a warm summer night in one of
Nora receives a cryptic message that leaves her with
true. Sacred Sisters Catholic girls' school has hardly more questions than answers. She follows the
Boston’s working-class neighborhoods, an
changed since Jen Archer was a student. Jen hoped message’s instructions to France, where a fatal
unthinkable crime has been committed: Four
her older daughter would thrive here. Instead, shy,
members of a family have been brutally murdered.
encounter transforms her into a fugitive. Wanted for
The father—and possible suspect—now lies clinging studious Carley becomes the target of vicious bullies. murder, on the run in a shadowy landscape of lies,
But the real danger at Sacred Sisters goes much
to life in the ICU. Murder-suicide? Or something
secrets, and sudden violence, Mrs. “John Doe”
deeper. The only person Carley can talk to is
worse? Veteran police detective D. D. Warren is
must play the role of a lifetime to stay one step ahead
certain of only one thing: There’s more to this case "Angel," a kindred spirit she met online. Carley tells of a ruthless enemy with deadly plans for her—and
Angel everything—about her younger sister, about for the world. Praise for Mrs. John Doe “This is a
than meets the eye. Danielle Burton is a survivor, a
dedicated nurse whose passion is to help children at a school, about the sudden death of her former best
rare spy thriller, smart, beautifully written, and staylocked-down pediatric psych ward. But she remains friend. Angel is her lifeline. And Angel is closer than up-all-night enjoyable!”—Gayle Lynds, New York
she knows. When another schoolgirl is found dead, Times bestselling author of The Assassins “It isn’t
haunted by a family tragedy that shattered her life
nearly twenty-five years ago. The dark anniversary is Jen's unease grows. There are too many
easy to blindside a fellow suspense author, but Tom
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Savage manages to fool me every time. A clever,
always match the profile. Almost everyone lies a
compelling, and cinematic page-turner in which
little—or a lot. But Gaby quickly discovers there is
nothing is as it seems, Mrs. John Doe opens with a
much more at stake than her lonely heart. Local
twist I didn’t see coming and closes with a satisfying singles are going missing after making online
bang. This longtime Savage fan ranks Mrs. John Doe connections. And a predator is searching again for the
right up there with Precipice.”—Wendy Corsi
perfect match. One who will fulfill every twisted desire
Staub, New York Times bestselling author of The
. . . or die trying.
Black Widow “Mrs. John Doe races a fictional path When nine-year-old Nicholas Benedict is sent to a
new orphanage, he encounters vicious bullies, selfish
somewhere between Alfred Hitchcock and Agatha
adults, strange circumstances - and a mind-bending
Christie, a modern heroine-on-the-run spy thriller
mystery. Luckily, he has one very important thing in
dealing with some of our time’s deadliest
his favour: he's a genius.
challenges.”—James Grady, New York Times
bestselling author of Last Days of the Condor
“Savage twists the plot in two startling ways, and
Nora’s transformation from wealthy home-focused
wife to clever investigator holds up brilliantly. . . . I
enjoyed each page, gasped at the swift twists, and
came away with a hunger for more of the same,
whether it be thrills, France, or books by Tom
Savage.”—Kingdom Books
In a chilling new thriller from New York Times
bestselling author Wendy Corsi Staub, one woman
looking for love online is entangled in a killer's
terrifying scheme. In the moonlight, shovelfuls of
earth fall on a wooden crate at the bottom of a deep
pit. Soon the hole will be filled and covered over with
leaves, erasing all trace of the victim below, waking to
the horror of being buried alive. Newly divorced
Gaby Duran isn't really expecting to find her soul
mate on a dating site like InTune. She just needs a
distraction from pining over her ex-husband, Ben,
and the happy marriage they once had. And she's
wise enough to know that online, the truth doesn't
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